
June 27, 2022 

To Whom It May Concern: 

As a New York State Resident, taxpayer; I wanted to express my opinion on the NYS 
Climate Action Council in reference to the Climate Leadership Community Protection 
Act. My family is very supportive in protecting and maintaining New York State's 
environment for the better of climate; however, this council and agenda should be low 
priority at this time, our tax dollars should be spent on more urgent causes; there are 
much more important crisis that should be high priority. New York State; as well as the 
entire Country is currently in a state of emergency; a complete mess! 

Most important, when will our NYS Government; Kathy Hochul, be held accountable for 
not doing their jobs, certainly not working for New Yorkers. Why is she allowed to 
violate our constitutional rights with useless masks for our disabled adults, taking away 
from their freedom of choice. Allowing illegal immigrants into NYS instead of helping 
New Yorkers who are in crisis, cannot afford to pay bill or buy food for their families? 
She continues to destroy small businesses (continued with Andy's corrupt agenda), 
elevated crime, experimental vaccines for children, crumbling healthcare system, 
broken educational system, making sure we have voter integrity laws by required ID; but 
instead, she is trying to allocate taxpayer dollars to build a new Buffalo Bills Stadium? 
What is wrong with the old stadium? Why isn't the corrupt NFL financing, not the NYS 
taxpayers? Most New Yorkers could care less about overpaid professional 
athletes/sports, especially when we are just trying to make ends meet financially. 

Therefore, as a NYS taxpayer, I am very against climate change proposals. If 
circumstances should change drastically for the better, in the future; I would be open to 
support cost analysis and true science from environmental and biologist 
experts/scientists (not the clowns in Albany), showing the pros and cons on elimination 
of fossil fuels, gas appliances, and gas automobiles. Will NYS Government in Albany 
buy me a new electric vehicle? Will I even live to see benefits from electric vs. gas? 
What about the disposal of the batteries and old rusty windmills, wouldn't that affect 
climate change? How about those solar farms that look like shit, ruining good farmland 
that could be otherwise used for farming for a community food bank to feed the hungry? 

The Democratic/radical left loves to hear themselves talk, while saying nothing and 
showing no scientific statistics/facts to back their agenda. Why do our politicians 
continue to travel by private jet and why haven't they produced, to the American people, 
science experts? Rules for thee but not for me! This council must think New Yorkers 
are stupid. 



The United States is VERY rich in natural resources; such as gas/oil, which 
regenerates, there is enough oil for 1 00s of years. Why are the oil rigs still off our 
coasts, if there was no oil, they wouldn't continue to pump, correct? Do you know how 
much money our corrupt government has spent on underground tunnel (Dumps). The 
tunnels are throughout the U.S. which more efficient transportation underground than 
the hardworking taxpayers have above. Do your research and wake up! The entire 
climate agenda is a fraud/scam, money laundering pyramid scheme! Follow the 
connections and the money, government has been lying and brainwashing generations 
for 50 plus years on climate change. 

The truth is the resident in office (illegitimate president) combined with NYS government 
are pushing their radical and communist agendas; stolen 2020 election, promote a one 
world order, federalize police, open borders to blend the population, delete our history, 
NYS late term abortions ( crimes against humanity), strip away our constitution and our 
constitutional rights, create a crisis to take our guns away so we are left helpless, and 
control our energy and food supply, depopulation. All lies will be revealed! 

Sincereln ;e:J;;::s 
Anita Co~ 

 
Geneva, NY 14456 

 




